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Greetings!
I was honoured to be the
recipient of the 2017 “Bryan
Gibbons Award” for being the
editor of The Journal. It’s been an absolute pleasure being the
editor this past year, and I’m looking forward to continue doing
the job for the years to come.
Frank Barrett begins this issue with an interesting article on how
he acquired a Britains Royal Bahamas Police Band. It’s a
wonderful set and one that anyone interested in Britains or
classic toy soldiers is sure to be interested in. Jeff Duncan has
contributed a number of recently released films that may be of
interest to Society members. Be sure to see them! Frank
MacKay overviews new connoisseur figures, both plastic and
metal. Jim and Eunice Matresky continue their popular OMSS
member profiles. I really like the work they’ve been doing. There
is something special about getting to share your collection and
your collecting interests with others. This time, it’s Eric Clarke.
David Gauthier of the Toy Soldiers Club in Quebec City has
generously agreed to have his wonderful artwork based off John
Jenkins Designs figures featured in our publication. In addition to
these major articles, Ian Pearson has provided a number of
interesting articles from his archives. I’m sure you’ll enjoy them!

Royal Bahamas Police Band – 5
Movie Previews – 7
New in Connoisseur Figure
Releases – 8
OMSS Member Profile: Eric
Clarke – 10
David Gauthier’s Artwork – 14
Blast from the Past – 15

As always, I am looking for more submissions. If you would like
to write me a letter, an article, a review, or simply share some
news, I’d be grateful. I’m considering renaming our publication
something a little more exciting than The Journal. Thoughts?
Brendan Hogan
Editor
P.S. I’ll be attending this year’s ON PARADE annual show. I
hope to see many of
Cover Photo: The artwork gracing the cover of this issue was done by David
you there!
Gauthier, an employee of the Toy Soldiers Club in Quebec City. This
particular piece is based off John Jenkins Designs figures of the 60th Royal
American Regiment during the French and Indian War. More of his artwork is
featured in this edition of The Journal.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Rather than see the letters column disappear, I thought I’d write you one to forestall that event, which I
think is sadly eventually inevitable. It has always been a mystery to me how our meetings can be so
vibrantly alive with model soldier comments and concerns, yet so few are willing to take a few minutes
to commit these ideas to print. If people choose to remain silent, it necessarily follows that they don’t
need a voice or a place to exercise it.
First off, on behalf of all former editors of The Journal, living and dead, please accept our heartiest
congratulations on your first two issues which were absolutely excellent. It is a daunting experience
trying to gain the confidence of readers who have grown used to a different style, but slowly and surely
you are winning the battle. We former editors are delighted that the magazine has fallen into such
capable hands and you may be assured of the full approval of We Happy Few--welcome to the club.
One of the great concerns I’ve always had about judging at our show, and at all hobby contests in
general, is the practice of giving an award “for an entire display”. It has always struck me as a cowardly
and cheap way for judges to get away with issuing one award for a whole group of entries, although
each merit individual consideration. The OMSS has foolishly adopted the ‘Open Judging System’ which
supposedly eliminates all categories and purports to consider each entry for what it is, on its own
merits. If that is the case, how can an award be issued for an entire display of figures which are
individual works of art and were entered separately? I think it probably comes down to the judges’
reluctance to shower outstanding work with medals while others get none. That constitutes amateurish
judging in my opinion. If a large display of separate figures deserves a bucket full of individual medals-award them, they’ve been earned. Will it become necessary to disperse your figures on different tables
so they cannot be considered a ‘display’ in order to get them judged separately? As long as we keep
chasing and copying the judging standards of other associations instead of evolving and codifying our
own, we will always look amateurish. We need a system and standards that works for us.
Yours,
Frank MacKay
Frank, as always, thanks for your contributions. I don’t know if the letters column is destined to
disappear, but I hope not! I appreciate the congratulations and words of encouragement. I’m not sure
I’m qualified to respond to your thoughts on how the OMSS judges entry pieces. Judges any thoughts?
Brendan Hogan
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President’s Message
by John Hambly
As your new President, I look forward to 2018 in the OMSS
and will make it my mission along with the members to make
it a great year. Some of the things I will be looking forward to,
is the great speakers we will have at our monthly meetings
and that by popular demand we have brought back Guy Elliot
and his great little talks. Again, we will have the annual draw
that seems to pull a lot of interest for those looking for a bargain on the soldier that got away! Most of
all, I and the members are looking forward to the ON PARADE 2018 again at Humber College this year.
I have heard the rank and file talking about the things they are getting ready for the show and it sounds
like it may beat last year. I do invite all our members to this show as it is our time to show off the
OMSS.
When I started as your president I put out a challenge to all members to try to sign up a young or older
new member for our club. I hope that we can all work together on this and make the OMSS the best
club around. Once again as your president, I look forward to a fun and great year and see you at the
meetings or ON PARADE 2018. Happy collecting!
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Royal Bahamas Police Band
by Frank Barrett, OMSS member
In the June-July 1992 issue of Old
Toy Soldier Newsletter Vol. 16
No. 3, Will Beierwaltes wrote an
interesting article on “Britain’s
Regimental Eyes Right Models”.
In it, he discusses the issue of set #3455 of the Royal Bahamas Police produced for the tourist trade
and not listed in the main Britain’s catalogue. He goes on to say that, “It is at least provocative folklore
that an Eyes Right Bahamas Police band was also produced. While I have never seen such a beast….”
Readers of the
OTSN may be
interested to
know that the
band does exist.
Although the one
I have came to
me without the
box and thus the
catalogue
number, it is a 20piece band. The
uniform is the
same white
helmet, jacket and blue trousers with red stripe of the police set #3455. The figures are marching. The
composition of the set is as follows: 1 drum major, 4 trombones, 2 French horns, 1 tenor horn, 2
trumpets, 1 bassoon, 2 saxophones, 1 clarinet, 2 flutes, 1 cymbals, 2 side drums and 1 bass drum.
All of the wind
instruments plus the
cymbals are silver,
except for the
bassoon, clarinet
and somewhat
surprisingly, the
flutes. The non-silver
instruments are
painted brown.
The set was
purchased in Nassau
in 1966 by Jack
Ashton, long-time
member and
archivist of the
Ontario Model
Soldier Society. I
had admired his set of the band and the police for many years and acquired them from him when he
was reducing the size of his collection. It is now in a position of honour in my collection of troops of the
British Commonwealth.
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Did you catch it at the local picturehouse?
contributed by Jeff Duncan, OMSS member
The King’s Choice
Synopsis: The film is related to Norwegian King Haakon VII’s
decision to support a continuation of fighting the German invasion
forces rather than acceding to German demands and surrender
Norway to Nazi Germany and the Norwegian collaborator Vidkun
Quisling. The consequences of the government’s refusal to
surrender, and the king’s support of that, were continued
hostilities, the Norwegian royal family’s dramatic escape from
Norway, and the Second World War involvement of Norway on
the Allied side.
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNtu-bCGi18

VALOUR
REMEMBERED
March 2018 marks the 100th
anniversary of Lieutenant Gordon
M. Flowerdew being
posthumously awarded the
Victoria Cross. The OMSS
proudly honours his extraordinary
heroism.
On 30 March 1918 near Moreuil
Wood in France, Flowerdew,
leading “C” Squadron of the
Strathconas, saw two lines of
German infantry positions
supported by machine guns.
Flowerdew ordered the squadron
to charge. The cavalrymen
passed over both of the German
lines, killing many of the enemy
with their swords. Wheeling
about, Flowerdew led his troops
back over the lines again, which
caused the Germans to retreat.
The squadron had suffered 70%
casualties, including Flowerdew
who had been badly wounded.
Nevertheless, the survivors
established themselves in the
positions formerly held by the
enemy, and held them.
Flowerdew died of his wounds
the following day.
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Alone in Berlin
Synopsis: Berlin, 1940. Working class couple Otto and Anna
Quangel receive the news that their only son has lost his life in the
battlefield and decide to resist the Nazi regime in their very own
way. Soon the Gestapo is hunting “the threat”.
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcpv3l6csBw
The Man with the
Iron Heart
Synopsis: 1942: The
Third Reich is at its
peak. The Czech
resistance in London
decides to plan the
most ambitious
military operation of
the Second World
War: Anthropoid.
Two young recruits
in their late twenties, Jozef Gabcik and Jan Kubis, are
sent to Prague to assassinate the most ruthless Nazi
leader Reichprotector
Reinhard
Heydrich,
head of
the SS, the Gestapo, and the architect of the “Final
Solution”.
Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhGS2jnfMus
Warriors of the Rainbow: Seediq Bale
Synopsis: Warriors of the Rainbow depicts the Wushe
Incident, which occurred near Qilai Mountain of Taiwan
under Japanese rule. Mona Rudao, a chief of Mahebu
village of Seediq people, led warriors fighting against
the Japanese.
Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3L_PNQgQ49w
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New in Connoisseur Figure
Releases
by Frank MacKay, OMSS member
Maybe it’s just a personal
perception, but I think there’s
something of a rebellion going on in
connoisseur figures. New releases
keep pouring onto the market, each
one more exquisite than the last but
prices seem to have hit a hard
ceiling, at least as far as metal kits
are concerned. Many painters are
now balking around the $100+ mark
and are opting more for resin figures
which are much
cheaper. By the
same token, even
cheaper plastic
figure kits are
exploding and may
soon dominate the
figure market entirely.
A case in point would
be the new series of
“World’s Guards”
figures from ICM of
Russia in the
increasingly popular
1/16 scale. The
Grenadier
Guardsman is far
superior to the old
Airfix offering in the
same scale; other
figures include a
USMC White House
Guard; a Carabinieri; a Swiss Papal Guard and others. No
Mountie of course. You can tell they’re aimed at the
European market and they’re making a big splash.
This is in direct competition with MiniArt of Ukraine, which
has owned this category for some years now. I recently
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picked up one of their Imperial Guard figure kits
and found the modeling to be excellent. Again, far
superior to the Airfix figure of old, and all of their
foot figures are probably the best value in this
category. ICM will have a hard time taking market
share away from MiniArt, but I’m very much
looking forward to the upcoming battle.
I confess that MasterBox (MB) remains my
favourite manufacturer, simply because their
artistry and originality are unequalled and they
make a genuine effort to give modelers
something totally new that they really want.
The new Custer’s Last Stand kit is a perfect
case in point. Where else are you going to
get something this magnificent for under
$25? It’s a magnificent vignette in a box. And
their new 1940’s American pinup girl
series—beautiful and simply outstanding
from a creative viewpoint. Yes, plastic kits
are really ascendant and it’s a category that
needs to be watched closely in future. Don’t
be afraid to try plastic kits, they paint up just
as well as metal or better.
Having said all that, I won’t deny that there’s
nothing like the heft of metal in a figure. I
prefer it too, but not at any price. I recently
came across two chariot kits being sold on
eBay which simply took my breath away:
Rameses at the Battle of Khadesh, and
Achilles dragging the body of Hector around
the walls of Troy. I’m not sure, but they may
be recasts of Pegaso or Andrea kits (just
imagine the original price tag on those).
Magnificent, but not for $149 US plus
postage I’m afraid. I’ve never been able to
confirm whether these castings coming out
of Russia are from retired molds or are just
knockoffs.
It’s a wonderful time to be a connoisseur
painter and nowadays, you don’t have to
break the bank to get top quality figures if
you keep your eyes open and remain
receptive to new ideas.
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Viceroy’s Escort

OMSS Member Profile: Eric Clarke
by Jim and Eunice Matresky, OMSS members

Cameron Highlanders, Hollow Square
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Eric is in his 14th year as a member of
OMSS. Before he retired Eric was a
Quality Control Auditor at Consolidated
Aviation and Fueling Company. He
worked there for over forty years, at
Pearson in Toronto, in Mirabel in
Montreal, and various other locations
throughout the country. Eric was born in
Montreal. His father was a soldier who
met his English mother overseas and
brought her back to Canada. Eric and his
brothers grew up in Montreal with his kid
sister who is eighteen years younger
than him. He lived there for over thirty
years and had the opportunity to come to
Toronto where he reunited with Jill,
whom he knew from before. They were
married and lived in Toronto for many
years until they decided to move out to
the lake (Ontario) in Newcastle.

How and when did you get started in the hobby?
I started as a young lad. My mother’s family who were English would send me Britains soldiers for
birthdays and things like that so I had a little collection over time. I got to a certain age when I
discovered girls and things so I moved on and left my collection in a box. Most of them got destroyed by
my sister who didn’t have the respect for them that I did.

Skinner’s Horse

About fifteen years
ago Jill said to me
that when I retired I
was going to have
to have something
to do with my time. I
think she was trying
to get me interested
in something so I
wouldn’t end up
organizing her
sewing basket or
something. She said
“You and your friend
sometimes talk
about when you
were kids playing
with toy soldiers.
Maybe you should
look into that or
trains or something.”
There was an
advertisement in the
Globe and Mail that
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somebody’s father had
passed away and the toy
soldier collection was for
Dragoon Guards
sale. It turned out to be
Nick Darrow’s daughter. I
took a look at what he had
and I was blown away. I
bought a whole bunch of
figures and went home
and Jill said why didn’t you
get more? That was a big
mistake because I went
out and made two or three
trips there. The family
suggested that I meet
some of their father’s
friends - the OMSS guys
who were coming over the
next Saturday. I went over
and met Jeff Duncan, John
Hambly and others. They
invited me to the next
OMSS meeting on Bloor
Street. I went to the meeting and met this fellow Dumbleton who was standing in his plaid jacket. I told

him my name, that I had bought some of his stuff, that I really liked his stuff and I kept going on and on
as if I was trying to sell him Gord Dumbleton. Gord was such a pleasant guy and I’m sure I was totally
annoying but I just couldn’t get over the fact that I met the guy who had made all these figures. Gord
said to me that if I wanted I could go over to his place, which I did. Guess what? I started buying more
soldiers. I got to the point where I bought all these little objects - my army- and I had to have a place to
properly display my little treasures. When we moved to Newcastle one of the things at the top of my list
was to get a room - my soldier boy room, as my wife calls it - fitting for my soldiers. So, I got this display
room built and it is absolutely what I always wanted.

Polish Lancers

Is there a special person (or persons) who have influenced you or taught you regarding the hobby?
I would say that three people have influenced me the most. Gord Dumbleton, Don Ritchie and Russ
Davis were a great help to me, especially when I first got started in the hobby. I really enjoy the
connections that are made at the meetings and other events and generally taking part in the Society.
Do you have a favourite figure or set of figures?
Set 39 - Royal Horse Artillery. When I was a boy I got the set at Christmas when I was 9 or 10 years
old. It was so different from all the other sets I had. It was my favourite toy. When I grew up and left
home it was eventually destroyed. When I joined OMSS I asked about Set 39 and I eventually bought it
from Russ Davis who had a very nice set from late 1959 or 60. The horses weren’t quite the same
colour but I bought that set. Since then I have bought probably another twenty set 39s, from 1896,
1906, 1925, etc. I have them all and I display them and I find it interesting going over what all the
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differences are. I was also interested in bands. I have dozens of bands, some on display in my room.
The main feature I have in my room is the 1938 Coronation of George VI, including the bands.
How many figures
do you have?
I have between
6,000 and 8,000
figures with about
3,000 on display
right now. I would
like to display
another 1,000 but
I don’t really have
room and another
few thousand that
I may at some
point dispose of.
They are perfectly
good figures but I
guess I have
evolved in my
thinking and have
narrowed down
what I really like. I
have decided to
focus.

Eric showing Guy Elliott and
Geoff Price his collection

If you had one
suggestion to make to improve the OMSS, what would that be?
I think that we want to get more young people interested. I’m not sure
how we do that. Most people in OMSS are my demographic with very
specific interests and areas of interest. We might want to think of
ourselves becoming part of a bigger society with more varied interests.
What advice would you have for a person just beginning in model or toy
soldier collecting?
I would look around first. You do not have to buy the first thing that you
see. You will see it again. If you don’t like the price of something that
you really like, don’t buy it. You can always buy it at some other time.
(Interviewer’s note: Please see below re: “missed opportunities.”)
In your years of collecting what is your biggest regret - missed
opportunity, the one that got away?
Set 2186 Bahamas Police Band, 28-piece set, very unique, in a mint
box - absolutely exquisite. The buyer wanted to sell his whole collection
and I did not want to buy his entire collection. I told him what I would
pay and that I would contact him tomorrow. Well tomorrow came but he
had sold his entire collection to another person.

Eric in his “soldier boy room”

What do you enjoy most about the hobby - e.g., painting, casting, research, building dioramas,
buying...?
I enjoy the research and the buying. I am not a painter. I really enjoy collecting and displaying.
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David Gauthier’s Artwork
by David Gauthier, Toy Soldiers Club (Quebec City)
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Flashback Number 23: Armour Before Falaise, August 1944
contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member

The weather on the morning of 14 August 1944 was clear and bright over the golden fields of
Normandy but to troops of the 2nd Canadian Corps the day held a frim purpose – the mounting of
Operation ‘Tractable’. A heavy concentration of armour and infantry deployed on a narrow front was to
attack under cover of smoke, supported by heavy air bombardment, to break through enemy positions
along the Laison Valley covering Falaise.
The picture above was taken that morning in the 3rd Canadian Infantry Division’s forming-up area north
of Bretteville-le-Rabet. The light would indicate that H-Hour – noon – was fast approaching. The
photograph is almost unique in the wide variety of armour, marshalled from Canadian and British units,
which it illustrates. In this sector the 2nd Canadian Armour Brigade, preceded by British ‘Flails’, rushed
the enemy positions, followed by the 9th Canadian Infantry Brigade in improvised personnel carriers
and the 7th on Foot. In the centre foreground is a heavy camouflaged M10 self-propelled ‘tank
destroyer’. Several types of gun were used on this equipment; the one illustrated appears to be a highvelocity 3-inch. To the left of the M10 is a crocodile flame-thrower – a converted Churchill tank coupled
to an armoured trailer carrying fuel. The Churchill has retained its main armament of one 6-pounder
gun and one machine-gun mounted in the turret. Flanking the Crocodile are two Bren carriers.
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From left to right in the background are other types of armour – a standard model Churchill’ a Stuart
light reconnaissance tank, known as the ‘Honey’, mounting a 37-mm gun and three machine-guns; a
Churchill, and two ‘Honey’ tanks. The enemy’s Laison position was smashed that afternoon and the
Canadians entered Falaise two days later.

British Infantry Firearms, 1650-1895
contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (by Russell Gamage BMSS The Bulletin, June-July 1955
#6, pages 84-85)

No. 1 – Matchlock musket with plug bayonet
•
•

Period – Charles II, James II, early years of William and Mary
Length overall: 60 inches, bayonet 11 inches

No. 2 – The Tower Musket (Brown Bess) – muzzle loading flintlock
•

This was the standard arm of the British infantryman for nearly 150 years
o A – During the reign of George I 1714-27 was 56 inches in length with a 16-inch
triangular socket bayonet
o B – During the reign of George Ii 1727-60 was 61 inches in length with the 16-inch
triangular bayonet
o C – During the reign of George III 1760-1820 was 58 inches in length with the 16-inch
triangular socket bayonet

No. 3 – Enfield Percussion Musket – introduced 1858
•

Length 54 inches with a 16-inch triangular socket bayonet

No. 4 – Lee Enfield Rifle 1895
This was modification of the earlier Lee Metford Rifle
Length 49 inches with 12-inch bayonet
This was the forerunner of the Short Lee Enfield
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•
•
•
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Kitchener’s Blockhouses
contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (MS Taylor BMSS The Bulletin, August 1967, #4, pages
114-116)

During a holiday to Rustenburg
(NE Transvaal) South Africa Mr.
Taylor was fortunate to visit a
friend who had considerable
interest in the Boer War and the
location of an interesting
building known as Kitchener’s
Blockhouses.
Lord Kitchener’s Blockhouse
System was developed during
in South Africa during the
Second Boer War. The
ramifications of the blockhouse
system played large a part in
the concluding operations in
South Africa after the second
Boer War. There were many
difference designs and the map
shows some of the blockhouses
and how close they were built
along just one portion of the
railway. Normally the
blockhouses were about 600 yards apart or about three to every mile. It will be seen that all the
railways were protected by a line of little forts along one side of the rails, and that Pretoria and
Johannesburg were
surrounded by a network of
blockhouse cordons. The other
lines sometimes followed
roadways, as from
Bloemfontein to Ladybrand, or
they cut across the open in
order to close districts used by
the Boer bands, such as the
Lindley-Bethlehem country.
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Located near Rustenburg are
the remains of three
blockhouses. Each was perched on a hill top and one had been restored to near original condition. It
consisted of a rectangle of a rectangle of stone walls about 12 feet by 6 feet standing about 3 feet high.
There was a short corridor entrance either end.

One of the sites was just the foundation of the
blockhouse and corrugated iron pieces lay
around along with several galvanized screws
with washers such as would be used to fasten
corrugated iron to joists. On the outside there
was plenty of barbed wire and zinc
ammunition case linings. During his search of
the site he found a clay piped marked 17th
Lancers, tunic buttons and bullets and rusty
tins which could have been condensed milk
and bully beef tins and maybe tobacco tins.
Another interesting feature he found was the
‘Khaki-weed’. This was unknown in South
Africa till the Boer war. Shipments of fodder
for the horses came from Australia and the
seed of the weed came with it. They liked the
climate and thrived. The British soldiers were
nicknamed ‘red necks’ by the Boers owing to
the havoc the SA sun played with this part of
their anatomy and also ‘Khakis’ after the
colour of their uniform. The latter nickname
was transferred to the weed.
A visit to the Rustenbury cemetery showed a
large corner of British graves. Many regiments
were represented and the casualties of a t
least one small action fought in the locality.
Mr. Taylor noted from the model soldier’s
collectors’ point of view Kitchener’s blockhouses would be an interesting model to make up. Suitable
figures to man the fort would easily found even today.
Facts on the Blockhouse System
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
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About 70,000 blockhouses were built altogether
They were usually manned by seven me plus three or four Kaffirs (local black natives) who
keep night watch.
The most common shape was cylindrical with a shallow ‘triangle’ roof. But many of the
earlier ones were built according to the whims of the local officer in charge with such
materials as were available, almost including corrugated iron.
Most of the blockhouses were built along railway lines but hill tops were of course obvious
places for these miniature fortresses.
The walls of the blockhouse were loopholed and usually consisted of two ‘skins’ of
corrugated iron. The intervening space was filled with shingle. This proved an effective
protection against Mauser bullets.
Trenches, sand bags and barbed wire fences usually surrounded the blockhouse and during
the weary months of waiting the soldiers often went to considerable lengths to decorate their
lonely ‘barracks’.

Loyal Birmingham Volunteers, 1803-1808
contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (DW Quarmby BMSS The Bulletin, December 1965, #6,
pages 179-182)
When war threatened again in 1803, it was found necessary to raise another defensive force.
Accordingly, after a meeting of the inhabitants of Birmingham on August 5th, 1803, the Loyal
Birmingham Volunteers was raised. It consisted of 3 battalions of 10 companies each, with LieutenantColonel and 2 Majors to each battalion. The colonelcy was accepted by the Earl of Dartmouth.
In the three battalions, there were, in 1803, 10 Field officers, 30 Captains, 60 Subalterns, 90 Serjeants,
66 Drummers and 1,800 rank and file. The three battalions of the regiment each consisted of 8
Battalion Companies, a Grenadier Company and a Light Company.
On March 6th, 1804, the countess of Dartmouth presented a colour to the 2nd Battalion and later in
September, to the 1st and 3rd Battalions. It is interesting to note that the 1st Battalion had used the
colours of the old B.L.A. until now for, on September 5th, 1804, they carried them to St. Martin’s Church
and deposited them there. The main occupation of the volunteers at this period seems to have been
that of attending held days and reviews – and also acting as a fire brigade.
The methods adopted for signaling the assembly of the battalions are interesting and took the form of
emblems hoisted on St. Philip’s Church, as follows.
1st Battalion
2nd Battalion
3rd Battalion
1st, 2nd, 3rd Battalions
1st and 2nd Battalions
1st and 3rd Battalions
2nd and 3rd Battalions

Ball
Pendant
2 Pendants
Ball over 2 Pendants
Ball and a Pendant
Ball between 2 Pendants
2 Pendants over a Ball

These signals proved too complicated and were changed to the following:
1st Battalion
2nd Battalion
3rd Battalion

Ball
Flag
Pendant

In 1804 the Volunteers offered to march on military duty for a limited period and accordingly the offer
was accepted for 16 days, when the 2nd Battalion went to Tamworth, the 1st to Lichfield and the 3rd to
Warwick. These marches proved very successful. In 1805 the regiment again went off for prolonged
training: the 1st Battalion to Lichfield, the 2nd to Worcester and the 3rd to Warwick and Straford.
Despite their success in Birmingham, by 1806 the Volunteers were being discouraged by the
Government owing to their cost and all allowances were withdrawn. Following this, in June, 1808, an
Act was passed enabling a local militia force to be established and filled by ballot.
Uniform Details
Officers Dress:
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•
Hat: Regulation Cock, crimson and gold rosettes and band,
silver loop, uniform button. Black stiff cockade and feather not
exceeding 15 inches. A Grenadier officer had a white feather
and a grenade on his hat loop instead of a button. A Battalion
officer had a white over red feather and a Lt. Infantry officer
wore a Lt Infantry cap with a green feather.
•
Coat: Scarlet, lined white shallonn. Lapels, collar and cuffs,
lemon.
•
Stock: Black
•
Epaulettes, Lace and Buttons: Silver, Field Officers had 2
epaulettes; Grenadiers, 2 epaulettes with grenades and Lt.
Infantry, wings.
•
Waistcoat and breeches: White. Breeches had 4 buttons at
the knees; Field Officers, when mounted, had white leather
breeches.
•
Boots: Black, lined yellow leather.
•
Sash: Crimson, silk tied behind
•
Sword: Straight for Field Officers, white knot, black waist
belt. Shoulder belt with gilt plate. Flank officers carried a hanger
from a white sword belt
•
Gorget: Gilt with yellow ribbon
Other Ranks Dress:
•
•
•

•
Cap: Black, plumes as for officers
Coat: Similar to officer. Serjeants had 3 silver lace striped, corporals 2, Grenadiers had wings
worsted fringe and grenades on turn backs
Breeches; White cloth
Gaiters: Black

Serjeants wore a crimson and yellow worsted sash, tied in a small knot
behind, inclining to right side and in Batt. Coy carried a 7ft long spontoon, but
in the Lt Coys a fusil.
Southern Regiment of Fencible Men in North Britain, 1778-1783
contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (RJ Marrion BMSS The Bulletin,
February 1967, #1, pages 20-22)
Raised in Daleith in 1778, the regiment was commanded by Henry, Duke of
Beccleuch. The composition of the regiment was as follows: 1 Grenadier
Company, 1 Light Company (illustrated), and 8 Battalion Companies. Its
recruits were drawn from Edinburgh, Berwick, Peebles, Roxburgh, Dumfries,
Haddington and Linlithgow. The strength of the regiment consisted of 1,120
men.
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Under the articles of service Fencible regiments, except in the case of
invasion, were only to serve in the places of raising. England or Scotland.

Some of the regiments volunteered for service overseas and in 1779, the South Fencibles volunteered
to serve in any part of Great Britain, which was gratefully accepted by His Majesty, King George the III.
Earlier the same year the regiment was engaged in guarding French prisoners of the war in Edinburgh
Castle.
The uniform was as follows: Coat of red, faced with green similar to a Gosling green shade. White lace
for other ranks and gold for officers. Both flank companies had red wings on the shoulders laced with
white. Red waistcoat. White breeches and stocking. Black gaiters. Belts of brown leather. On the
bayonet belt a brass plate with ‘SF’ in the center with the word ‘Light’ above and ‘Infantry’ below. On the
cartridge box lid possibly a brass plate, oval in shape and surmounted by a crown, in the center of the
oval “SF’ with ‘Light Infantry’ around the outside.
The Light Company wore the black leather cap laced with white with the cipher ‘SF’ surmounted by a
crown painted thereon. A panache of dark green or possibly black cocks feathers on top. Battalion
Companies wore the cocked hat. The regiment was disbanded at Dalkeith on the 1st April 1783.
The Cinque Ports Regiment, 1797: Uniform of a Junior Officer
contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (Bryan Fosten BMSS The Bulletin, August 1969, #4, pages
34-35)
The Cinque Ports Volunteers would have been on the front lines of defence had the French ever
decided to cross the Channel. They Cinque Ports responded to the government circular of 1794 calling
for volunteers by forming Yeomanry (cavalry) and Fencible (infantry, short for “Defencibles”) regiments,
along with artillery units at Deal and Sandown.
The Cinque Ports Fencible Cavalry was commanded by Robert Bankes-Jenkinson, a future prime
minister (as Lord Liverpool). Nearly 500 men, including officers and NCOs, enlisted. The Cinque Ports
Fencibles were sent to Scotland in 1796, where they assisted in the funeral of the poet Robert Burns.
Despite being raised in response to an invasion threat, however, the Fencibles were rarely used for
purposes other than peace-keeping and quelling civil unrest, as well as suppressing smuggling. They
were disbanded in 1802 on the signing of the Peace of Amiens, which ushered in a truce between
Britain and France. They were raised again from 1803 – 1809 when war broke out again with France.
Napoleon immediately made it clear he meant to attempt an invasion of Britain, and positioned 150,000
men along the Channel coast for the purpose.
The uniform is completely red including the facings and is lined with
white cloth. The pockets on the skirt are false and sewn down, the
real pockets being inside the tails. The colour of the coat is not
scarlet but nearer to a crab or lobster hue. A comparison between
the exposed and unexposed areas of cloth shows the same colour
but of course a little stronger in the covered parts.
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All edges of the coat are raw without any hems of turn-ins, this
includes the lapels which are sewn down. The epaulette which once
again has raw edges and is sewn down to the coat has a silver flat
button and is ornamented with silver sequins and a silver fringe. The
whole coat has a monotony of colour, unbroken by any

ornamentation such as piping or lace. The buttonholes throughout are twisted thread and the stitches
are very neatly executed.
The buttons are all of the same size and are flat silver with the word SUSSEX across the centre. The
edge is ornamented with a series of very small balls, rather similar to that of a penny.
Although the edges of the coat are raw, it shows very little of the wear one might expect. It may never
have been worn of course, but even so one would expect to have seen an amount of curling say at
bottom of the lapels where the arms would have rubbed, or on the inside of the cuffs.
This description is of the actual coat in the Royal Sussex Regiment Museum, Chichester.
The Royal Corsican Rangers
contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (G. Guest BMSS The Bulletin, June 1969, #3, pages 9394)
During the Napoleonic Wars the British Army had some of its most exotic units ever on strength. In the
wars against the Republic the lack of light troops had proved catastrophic for the British, and as a result
many German units were formed (remembering their great service in America), most of these were
eventually disbanded, but some formed the nucleus of the British rifle battalions. Other units were
raised from the French Empire.
In the Mediterranean theatre were such diverse types as the Duke of York’s Greek Light Infantry, the
Royal Malta Regiment and the Royal Corsican Rangers. Corsica had been occupied by British forces in
19794-96, when several local battalions were raised. The Rangers, however,
were not raised in Corsica. Following a series of revolutions, the supporters of
Pascal Paoli, Corsican patriot and anti-Bonapartist, were driven into exile. In
1799 the British Government commissioned Captain Masseria to raise a
regiment from the Paolist emigres in Minorca. By October this force, called
the Corsican Rangers, was 133 strong. In July 1800 Captain Huson Loew,
later Napoleon’s Gaoler, took command. The Rangers served with credit in
Abercromby’s Egyptian campaign, being awarded the Sphinx badge. The
Rangers were disbanded in Malta in the peace of 1802.
With approach of war, Lowe was ordered to raise another regiment of
malcontent Corsicans. Some were smuggled out of Corsica, others were
recruited in Naples, Sicily, Sardinia and Malta. Ex-soldiers from the disbanded
Piedmontese army were also recruited. With a strength of 500 the new
regiment, The Royal Corsican Rangers, was placed on the British
establishment in Malta. By 1811 it had reached a peak strength of 1,543
NCOs and men. The Sphinx badge was inherited from its predecessors. The Rangers only operated in
the Mediterranean. In 1806 five companies were at Maida, which was awarded as a battle honour.
Incidentally the ‘Hero of Maida’ public house gave its name to Maida Vale in London. In 1808 the
regiment was in garrison in Capri when the French attacked in overwhelming strength. Trapped in the
village of Ana Capri, Captain Church bluffed his way through the French lines at night, with his entire
company. Some red-coated Maltese tagged on, and the Corsicans were then chased down the cliff to
Capri town. Surprising, they only lost one man, despite a hail of musket fire.
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The regiment marched out with the honours of war, and in the next few years helped in capture of
several Greek islands. They were finally disbanded in Corfu in 1817. Captain Church went on to
become general of the Greek forces in their War of Independence.
Uniform: The black cylindrical shako had a black cockade which supported a green plume; the hunting
horn badge was of white metal. The coatee was dark green with three rows of white buttons, and
scarlet collar, cuffs, shoulder straps and lining. The trousers were dark blue with black half gaiters. The
equipment was black leather, and the Baker rifle. The original Rangers wore a similar uniform, but with
black facings and black shoulder stripes piped white. Trousers and belts were white.
Riding Postures, 6th-7th Centuries
contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (HR Robinson BMSS The Bulletin, February 1949, #2,
pages 13-15)
With a mounted figure, the position of the rider is a very important point. If the saddle is incorrect and
the horseman’s legs are in the wrong position for the period he represents the whole figure may lose its
character and purpose.

With the aid of illustrations and brief descriptions I will endeavour to give the characteristic ‘seat’ of
each century from 500 A.D. to 1700.
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Fig. 1 – Shows the Barbarian riding posture without stirrups, with blanket or primitive saddle. The
Romans had no stirrups but often used a shaped saddle covered with a saddle cloth. The saddle
proper with a high bow and cantle same into the 8th century and the stirrups of simple ring or oral form

were used fairly long but giving a slight bend to the leg. Almost the modern cavalry posture but with the
heel less depressed. This is shown in Fig. 2 and is characteristic of Anglo-Saxon horsemen. Fig. 3
shows the 11th century seat with the legs perfectly straight, the heel down and the toe pointing forward.
The saddle is much the same as the previous type but with slightly higher bow and cantle.
With the 12th century the heel is pressed more down and the foot thrust slightly forward. The saddle is
much improved and begins to take the form of the true Well saddle of the Middle Ages. The bow is
lower and a little narrower and the upper corners of the cantle are curved forward round the hips of the
rider. The next change comes in the first quarter of the 13th century, Fig. 5, when the foot is thrust more
forward and toe turned down, making an arch of the sole of the foot. The bow of the saddle is now
shaped more like the cantle and curves round the front of the hips but more marked cut-aways beneath
the ‘ears’ to give freedom to the thighs of the rider.
Fig. 6 shows the position of the leg and the foot in the 14th century. The leg is a little less forward, the
heel less depressed and the toe pointed forward. The saddle at this period varies considerably. Often
the ears of the bow and the cantle almost meet round the rider’s thighs or are joined by a strap to hold
the knight in his saddle should he be struck by an enemy lance in full career.
Fig. 7 is of the 15th century and shows very little change excepting the foot, which is now flat with the
toe thrust well forward. The saddle is higher in the seat and more open at the sides. Fig. 8 is also of the
15th century and shows how greatly the saddle changed in about seventy years. The rider’s leg is back
to the almost vertical position of the 11th century with the exception of the foot, which is horizontal with
the toe slightly drooping. This latter point is rather exaggerated by the long-toed boots or steel sabatons
which are shaped to curve down. The long toes of the sabatons were removeable or the compete
sabatons were removed when dismounting. The bow plate is concave and turns up clear of the thighs
and cantle is reduced to two small oval plates designed to support the rider’s buttocks. There were
reinforced by twisted steel supports from the saddle frame.
The 16th century shows little change in the saddle until the middle of the century when the cantle is
again increased in size. The riding posture is much the same except that the feet now covered with
square-toed boots or sabatons are flat in the stirrup with the toes thrust out. This is shown in Fig. 9.
Towards the end of the century the heel is once more depressed and the toes turned in. The stirrup is
gripped with the ball of the foot. Saddles were reduced in size and saddle steels less used, both cantle
and bow being well padded. It is about this time that the pommel first appears like a short horn curving
forward from the centre of the saddle bow.
Fig. 10 shows the 17th century saddle and riding posture. The pistol holsters have been omitted so that
the bow with pommel are visible. The rider’s legs are almost straight and the ball of the foot is rested on
the stirrup tread.
These saddles and riding postures are not by any means a fixed rule for each period. There were
always individuals who would be classed a ‘untidy’ horsemen or cranks who preferred large or small
stirrups or old-fashioned saddles, but as a whole the illustrations can be taken as typical examples of
their times.
I have left out the special tournament and jousting saddles, which require a separate article to deal with
them.
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